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1411.r:11 	 stirvvillmice that I testified to previously Item today. 
So to answer visor tatestion, at all times the FBI had this in mind in my opinion Heil attempted to get corroborative evidence from the brot hers, tea I hit has nal 011111` to light. 
Mr PiwyKs. Thank von.  

Mr. 1.4:1Aiarit. Thank you, sir. 
Chairman STOKES. The gentleman from Ohio, Mr. Devine. 
Mr. DEVINE.. Mr. DeLoach, for purposes of the record, could you outline for the committee the jurisdiction of the Bureau as it relates to Dr. King. both preassassination, during assassination, and post.assassination? How did the Bureau get involved? Start with the preassassination. Was that purely on a security issue? Mr. DsLosett. That is correct, Mr. Devine, and the orders of Attorney General Kennedy to establish the electronic surveillance. The investigation did go on prior to that, but that culminated in 

the authorization by Attorney General Kennedy. It was conducted as a security investigation or what I believe was security matter-(', security matter—Communist, to determine the extent of infiltra-tion by the Communist Party. 
At the time of the assassination, of course, as has been testified to earlier. the Department of Justice gave the FBI jurisdiction by order of the Attorney General under the civil rights statutes that 

Dr. King's civil rights had been interfered with and consequently the FBI should determine who had perpetrated this particular incident—the assassination. 
The FBI could, as [ testified to earlier, Mr. Devine, could have done a fugitive investigation under the Fugitive Felon Act, as passed by the Congress, giving the FBI the authority to investigate a fugitive case when local law enforcement officials determine that a felony has been committed and possibly the fugitive has crossed State 11'14.1.4. They may step in and ask the Fill In investigate the 

lit:1111*r ;Illti the FRI does that at their specific request. 
Mr. DeviNe.. Was it true Mr. Deboach, that following the appre-hension of James Earl Ray that the Bureau virtually lost interest in the case? I ask that question on the basis of that chart to your far right showing FBI activity both as far as dollars are concerned and automobile mileage are coritterned, that measurably, dramatic drops occurred in Bureau activities following the apprehension. Would you care to comment on that? 
Mr. DELoseti. Yes, Mr. Devine. 
With all due respect to the committee, I believe that would be a gross exaggeration insofar as possible loss of interest is concerned. I am not with the FBI today and I have not been for years, but 1 think the FBI is still interested in this case and will still carry out any leads with respect to conspiracy, not only this case but the Kennedy case and any other major case. 
To my knowledge that case is still pending in the FBI and will never be closed as long as leads are being received. 
But the fact that the fugitive investigation has been completed certainly would curtail some use of automobiles and curtail to some extent expenditures. It does not mean the FBI has lost inter-est in the case. It means that one phase of the case has been 
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